We investigate the stress tensor for holographic fluids at the finite cutoff surface through perturbing the Schwarzchild-AdS black brane background to the first order perturbations in the scenario of fluid/gravity correspondence. We investigate the most general perturbations of the metric without any gauge fixing. We consider various boundary conditions and demonstrate the properties of the corresponding holographic fluids. The critical fact is that the spatial components of the first order stress tensors of the holographic fluids can be rewritten in a concordant form, which implicates that there is an underlying universality in the first order stress tensor. We find this universality in the first order stress tensor for holographic fluids at the finite cutoff surface by an exhaustive investigation of perturbations of the full bulk metric.
boundary (conformal boundary or UV boundary) with conformal symmetry [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The real fluids do not necessarily have conformal symmetry. Moreover, the QGP found in the RHIC has non-zero shear and bulk viscosities. Hence the AdS/CFT correspondence should be generalized to study the non-conformal fluids. A realization is to break the conformal symmetry by introducing a finite cutoff at the radial direction in the bulk [26] . It has been found that a Navier-Stokes (NS) fluid can live on the cutoff surface r = r c [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . In addition, since the radial direction of the bulk spacetime corresponds to the energy scale of the dual field theory [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , the infinite boundary corresponds to the UV fixed point of the dual field theory, and hence cannot be reached by experiments. From the renormalization group (RG) viewpoint, the dependence of transport coefficients of holographic fluid on the cutoff surface r c can be interpreted as RG flow. There are several investigations on the holographic fluids at a finite cutoff surface [26, 29, 37, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . It is found that the holographic fluids on the cutoff surface are usually non-conformal, which is expected and consistent with the fact that the conformal symmetry has been broken with a finite radial coordinate in the bulk [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . In view of these approaches, the dual fluids at finite cut-off surfaces correspond to more realistic fluids in nature.
In this paper, we will make an exhaustive investigation for the stress tensor at the first order holographic fluids at finite cutoff surfaces in the scenario of fluid/gravity correspondence. We consider the Schwarzchild-AdS black brane as the background. Note that, in derivation of the first order stress tensor of holographic fluid, one usually chooses some gauge and boundary conditions for the correction terms in the metric perturbations, for examples, background gauge and the Dirichlet boundary conditions. We also first consider different gauge and boundary conditions in two special cases to obtain the first order stress tensor of holographic fluid at the finite cutoff surface to find some clues for our universal relation of the stress tensor. It should be pointed out that usually different boundary conditions corresponds to the underlying different holographic fluids. Our results show that stress tensors of holographic fluids are the same, which implicates that there is an underlying universality of the stress tensor. In order to clearly demonstrate this universality, we consider the full correction terms in the metric perturbations, and directly investigate the general first order stress tensor without any gauge fixing or special boundary conditions. After making the comparison with the tensor W AB related to the perturbative equations, we find that there is an underlying relationship between the stress tensor and W AB . From this relationship, we find out the underlying universality in the stress tensor, which is independent of any special gauge or boundary conditions. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we focus on the first order perturbative solution for the SchwarzchildAdS black brane in the scenario of fluid/gravity correspondence. In Sec. III, we obtain the general first order stress tensor of holographic fluid at the finite cutoff surface, where the full correction terms in the metric perturbations are considered. In Sec. IV, the explicit stress tensor is obtain in two special cases, where different gauge and boundary conditions are adopted. An interesting result is that the spatial components of the first order stress tensor can be written in the same form, which implicates that there is some universality in the stress tensor. In Sec. IV, the underlying universality in the first order stress tensor of holographic fluid is derived in the perturbative SchwarzchildAdS black brane, and the result is used to compared with the tensor W AB . Sec. VI is devoted to the conclusion and discussion.
II. THE FIRST ORDER PERTURBATIVE EQUATIONS OF THE SCHWARZSCHILD-ADS BLACK BRANE SOLUTION
The action of the five dimensional spacetime with a negative cosmological constant Λ = −6/ℓ 2 in the Einstein gravity is
while the corresponding equation of motion is
where ℓ represents the AdS radius, and ℓ = 1 and 16πG = 1 have been assumed for the later calculation convenience. The Schwarzschild-AdS black brane solution is obtained from the above equation as
and
In order to avoid the coordinate singularity, we use the Eddington-Finkelstin coordinates, and hence the SchwarzschildAdS black brane solution reads,
where v = t + r * , and r * is the tortoise coordinate, dr * = dr/(r 2 f ). Note that, we will investigate the holographic fluids at a finite cutoff hypersurface r = r c (r c is a constant), and the fluid usually resides on the flat spacetime like ds 2 = −dv 2 + dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 . Therefore, we should make a further coordinate transformation v → v/ r 2 c f (r c ) and x i → x i /r c , and hence the Schwarschild-AdS black brane solution becomes
Then, we boost the above static black brane with a constant velocity at the cutoff surface, which leads to the fivedimensional boosted Schwarzschild-AdS black brane solution
with
where x µ = (v, x i ) are the boundary coordinates at the finite cutoff surface, P µν = η µν + u µ u ν is the projector onto spatial directions, and the constants β i are velocities. The metric (7) describes a uniformly boosted black brane moving at the velocity β i , and the dual holographic fluid at the finite cutoff surface is just the ideal fluid with the same constant velocity.
To obtain the transport coefficients of the holographic fluids, we need to perturb the solution (7). In the scenario of fluid/gravity correspondence, a natural and simple way is to lift the constant parameters into the functions of the boundary coordinates x µ , i.e., β i (x µ ) and M (x µ ). Therefore, (7) will be no longer the solution of the field equation (2), and hence extra correction terms are required to be introduced to make (7) be a self-consistent solution. Moreover, for the first order perturbative solution, one can first obtain the extra correction terms at the origin x µ = 0. Then, considering the SO(3) symmetry on the boundary, one can obtain the extra correction terms at any point x µ , i.e. making the extra correction terms at the origin x µ = 0 into a covariant form [14] [15] [16] . In detail, the parameters around x µ = 0 expanded to the first order are
where β i (0) = 0 have been assumed at the origin x µ = 0, and the first order extra correction terms around x µ = 0 are
Usually the extra correction terms (10) can be simplified by choosing some gauge, i.e. the background field gauge in [14] . Here we just use the full correction terms of the metric perturbations without any gauge fixing. Then we choose more boundary conditions after taking different gauge conditions into account, and hence we are more convenient to see the universality of the stress tensor for the first order holographic fluids. A useful tensor is defined as follows
which is in fact related to the gravitational equation. After inserting the metric (7) with non-constant parameters and (9) into W AB , the nonzero −W AB is usually considered as the first order source terms S
AB , while the first order perturbation solution around x µ = 0 can be obtained from the vanishing W AB = (effect from correction) − S
AB , which are casted in the appendix A. Here, the "effect from correction" means the correction to W AB from (10).
III. THE FIRST ORDER STRESS TENSOR OF HOLOGRAPHIC FLUID AT THE FINITE CUTOFF SURFACE
According to the AdS/CFT correspondence, the stress tensor of the holographic fluids residing at the finite cutoff surface is [26] T µν = 2(K µν − Kγ µν − Cγ µν ) (12) where γ µν represent the boundary metric obtained from the ADM decomposition
the extrinsic curvature K is given by
, and n µ is the unit normal vector pointing toward the r increasing direction on a constant hypersurface r = r c . The last term in (12) is usually added to cancel the divergence of the stress tensor in the case with infinite boundary, i.e. r c to the infinity [50] [51] [52] . In the finite cutoff surface case, there is in fact no divergence of the stress tensor. The simple reason that we still add it in the stress tensor is that it should has a proper limit at the infinite boundary with C = 3 [14-16, 46, 47] , and hence we also often set C = 3 in (12) and in the following.
By using the extra correction terms (10) and the metric (7) with the first order parameters expanded, we obtain the stress tensor of the holographic fluids of zeroth order at the finite cutoff surface
and the first order stress tensor
where a function F (r) appears to relate to the trace of the tensor perturbation modes, i.e., F (r)
are the momentums of the holographic fluids, which are related to the vector perturbation j i (r). Usually, they are assumed to be zero by choosing suitable boundary conditions j i (r), which corresponds to a co-moving frame. We will work in this frame in the followings.
IV. TWO HEURISTIC EXAMPLES FOR THE UNIVERSALITY
Before demonstrating the universal relations in the stress tensor of the holographic fluids, it may be beneficial to study some naive examples. In the holographic fluid studies, we can choose some gauge and boundary conditions to solve the Einstein equations, and hence find out the explicit stress tensors to read off the corresponding quantities, for example, the energy density ρ, pressure p and viscosities. Now one can explicitly solve the first order correction terms by choosing the so-called background gauge conditions (G represents the full metric)
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions in Landau frame [46] . Different boundary conditions correspond to different underlying physics, which usually deduces different stress tensors of the fluids. Therefore, we will investigate several special cases in this section by choosing different boundary conditions. Generally different gauge conditions should not affect the stress tensor in principle. However, since the boundary conditions under different gauge conditions can be different, thus the stress tensor usually becomes also different. For the five dimensional spacetime, there are five gauge freedoms for the correction terms in (10) . Since the correction terms B i (r) do not appear in the first order perturbative equations, B i (r) = 0 or G rr = 0 can be assumed, which means that three gauge freedoms are fixed. There are two residue gauge freedoms. For simplicity, we consider two special cases with different gauge conditions in the followings. For the same gauge conditions, we also investigate different boundary conditions.
A. The First Case : F (r) = 0 and h(r) = 0
Note that, in our paper, we concentrate on the most general correction terms in (10) . That is, not only the full metric perturbations have been considered, but also the tensor perturbation modes can be non-traceless, i.e. i α ii (r) = 0 . Moreover, there is an interesting result obtained from the first order perturbative equations in the appendix A, where a function F (r) appears to relate to the trace of the tensor perturbation modes, i.e., F (r) ≡ i α ′ ii (r). In the first naive example we impose two boundary conditions F (r) = 0 and h(r) = 0, which are apparently different from the background gauge conditions in (16) .
By using these gauge conditions, the α ij (r) can be solved
where b is a constant and
Substituting it into W rr and W ii , we obtain the solutions of B(r) and k(r)
Note that, the parameter C k1 = 0 is the result when one submits (20) into W ii = 0 in (A6). Therefore, there are three undetermined parameters b, C B and C k , which needs three boundary conditions to fix them. One can set several different boundary conditions, which correspond to different physical conditions. In the followings, we impose two boundary conditions. The two sets of boundary conditions are α ij (r c ) = 0, k(r c ) = 0, B(r c ) = 0 and α ij (r c ) = 0, k(r c ) = 0, B(r c ) =
. By using the boundary conditions, these constants can be determined.
Correspondingly, the three parameters b, C B and C k are
and hence the corresponding first order stress tensor in (15) is explicitly obtained. For the first set of boundary conditions, the explicit first order stress tensor is
while the first order stress tensor in the second set of boundary conditions is
Interestingly, we find that the spatial components of the two first order stress tensors in (23) and (24) have the same expressions. Naively, the above two stress tensor (23) and (24) in fact can be rewritten as the same form as , ρ 0 = 2 3 − 3 f (r c ) , and hence one will easily find that the sonic velocity satisfies,
with the entropy density s = A simple reason for choosing this case is that this gauge has not been considered before. We find that the function F (r) will be nonzero in this case. Therefore, the residue functions need to be solved is k(r) and α ij (r). In this case, we can analytically solve the equations and the explicit results are
Clearly, three parameters b, C 1 and C k2 need to be fixed, which correspond to three boundary conditions. For the first set of boundary conditions under this gauge are α ij (r c ) = 0, k(r c ) = 0 and F (r c ) = −
,and the three parameters are
while the stress tensor is
Of course, we can also choose the other set of boundary conditions like α ij (r c ) = 0, k(r c ) = 0 and F (r c ) = 0. In this case, the three parameters are
The corresponding stress tensor is
One sees that the two stress tensors in (30) and (32) can be also rewritten in the same form as Eq. (25) . It should be noted that, the same form (25) is obtained in different boundary conditions under different gauges. From the two heuristic examples we conjecture that there may be an underlying universality behind (25) . We investigate this possibility in the following section.
V. AN UNDERLYING RELATIONSHIP AND THE UNIVERSALITY OF THE STRESS TENSOR
From the above results with the same relation between T
(1) vv and T (1) ij under different gauge and boundary conditions (25) , one can conjecture that there may be an underlying universality in the stress tensor and some underlying relationships. Therefore, we investigate the possible underlying universality when all the gauge and boundary conditions are not fixed. For convenience and excluding the shear tensor in the stress tensor, we can first obtain the general solution of α ij (r) from (A8)
Then we define a useful quantity
where η = (15) into (34), we obtain
Note that, P is zero in the above two cases, which implicates that P may be related to W AB in the appendix A. Along this clue, we find that P indeed is related to W ii and W rr . In detail, we define a quantity Q using the equations W ii and W rr
which can be further rewritten as
We find a relation between P and Q
This relation leads to an interesting result
which explicitly expresses the universality for the first order stress tensor of holographic fluid at the finite cutoff surface. It should be noted that, the above universality can be treated as some kind of first order off-shell universality, because some of the first order on-shell conditions or equations W AB = 0 have not been used, i.e. W rr = W xx = 0. Of course, the final stress tensor of holographic fluid should be on-shell, i.e. satisfying the first order on-shell equation W AB = 0, which is a direct result of the gravity field equation. Therefore, from (39), the final universality in the first order stress tensor for holographic fluid is
One can check that the universal relation degenerates to the above two special cases after imposing the boundary conditions, i.e. k(r c ) = 0 and α ii (r c ) = 2 3 h(r c ). The universality clearly displays the relation between the first order components of the stress tensor T (1) ij , T (1) vv , which is free of gauge and boundary condition choices.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We find a universality in the fluid/gravity correspondence. That is, the first order stress tensors of the holographic fluids located at the boundary are essentially identical for different gauge and boundary conditions of the metric perturbations in the bulk, through a comprehensive investigation on the holographic fluids at the finite cutoff surface in the perturbated Schwarschild-AdS black brane spacetime.
Different from the previous works, we derive full correction terms in the metric perturbation, and obtain the corresponding general stress tensor. A simple reason of taking the full correction terms into account is that we can choose more boundary conditions under different gauge conditions at the finite cutoff surface. Moreover, it is more convenient to explicitly find the universality in the first order stress tensor. In two heuristic examples, we explicitly show the stress tensors. An interesting result is that these two different stress tensors in fact can be rewritten as the same form, which implicates that there is a universality in the first order stress tensor of holographic fluid at the finite cutoff surface. By investigating the general first order stress tensor, and making comparison with the tensor W AB related to the first order perturbated equations, we find the underlying relationship between the first order stress tensor and W AB , and hence the underlying universality in the first order stress tensor of holographic fluid emerges. After using the the first order perturbative equation W AB = 0, we derive the universality (40) in the first order stress tensor, which may be related to the realistic transport coefficients like the shear and bulk viscosities [55] .
It should be emphasized that this universality in the first order stress tensor in (39) or (40) is independent on the different gauge and boundary conditions. One of our key observation is to introduce the sonic velocity in this universal relation. The second interesting result is that the universality in (39) can be treated as some underlying first order off-shell relation, since the on-shell condition, i.e. the first order perturbative equation W AB = 0, is not invoked. Whether or not there is some underlying physics in this first order off-shell relation is an interesting and open topic. Five gauge freedoms exist in the first order full correction terms for the metric perturbations. Therefore, usually there are five constraint equations in W AB = 0. In our case, four of them correspond to the conservation of the zero stress tensor of the holographic fluid at the cutoff surface, and the fifth constraint equation automatically satisfies when one turns on the on-shell equations W AB = 0. We find a second type constraint equation in the W AB , which is similar to the universality in the first order stress tensor. More details about these constraint equations can be found in the appendix B. Therefore, some underlying physics may exist in this first order off-shell constraint equation, and whether or not there is some relationship between the universality and this constraint equation deserves to study further. Investigations on more different background solutions other than the Schwarschild-AdS may present some insights on these questions in the future works.
